
The Best Shoes for Deadlifts

Chuck Taylor All Stars are the best shoe you can start with if you’re serious about the Deadlift. These are 
basketball shoes discovered by Powerlifters in the 1990s. Many people, including me, wear Chuck Taylor 
casually these days. I Deadlifted in Chuck Taylor from 2004 until 2014 and hit my major PRs with them.

Pros of Chuck Taylor

• Hard soles don’t compress under the weight which results in better bar control and form

• Flat soles put you close to the floor and reduce the distance you must pull the bar to the top

• Great traction protects your feet against slipping which improves stability during Deadlifts

Cons of Chuck Taylor

• Narrow in the front. This can be a problem if you have wide feet like me, more on this below

• Some don’t like the look. They say they look like clown shoes, especially on a pair of shorts

Regardless of its drawbacks, I continue to recommend Chuck Taylor because they’re good enough to get 
started and affordable enough to not let price serve as excuse to stick with running shoes. You can switch to 
a better shoe later as you get stronger on Deadlifts. Meanwhile, get a pair of high tops with a snug fit so your 
foot doesn’t move around.

In 2014 I switched to the Reebok Lite TR shoe. A year before ingrown callus formed on the side of my 
forefoot. This hurt when walking so I visited a podologist. The ingrown callus just kept coming back despite 
repeated treatment. I had to remove the cause: the Chucks were too narrow. Around that time the Reebok 
come out so I switched shoes.

Pros of Reebok Lite TR

• Hard, flat sole with great traction.

• Designed for lifting, not basketball.

• Wider than Chuck Taylor in the front which increases stability

• Better ankle support than Chuck Taylor (cushions to support ankles)

• More fashionable than the Chuck Taylor (I actually get compliments about it)

Cons of Reebok Lite TR

• They can be hot in the summer

• More expensive than  Chuck Taylor

• Crossfit is written all over it - I don’t do Crossfit

I still wear low tops Chuck Taylor casually. They don’t cause ingrown callus because they’re half a size bigger
than my pair for lifting. But for Deadlifts (and all the other lifts) I now wear the Reebok Lite TR. You can see 
me wear them in the pictures of the Deadlift guide on StrongLifts. Those are the “Red China” ones.

I don’t recommend weightlifting shoes. I have a pair of Rogue Wins. The lateral support increases stability. 
But the heel throws me forward. Barefoot I might do if it’s hot in the summer (never on Squats though). But I 
prefer Deadlifting in shoes because it gives better traction and laces help positioning correctly. Start with 
Chuck Taylor, move to Reebok Lite TR as you improve.

See also:

• http://stronglifts.com/deadlift/
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